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the resident
Bespoke pieces of
furniture really add
wow factor to this
Chelsea townhouse

FINISHING TOUCH
Why there is a real art to designing for apartment living in London
Words MAURIZIO PELLIZZONI
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homes
Albion Riverside
Maurizio Pellizzoni was
commissioned to re-design
the interior of this luxury,
open plan apartment in
the Albion Riverside
development. To achieve
the client’s wish for two
distinct looks – for summer
and for winter – Pellizzoni
created a white linen
interior for summer and a
palette of gold, brown and
black for winter. The loose
covers, gold accessories,
and Persian rugs can be
removed and stored away.
The client’s personal
collection of books,
artworks and antiques
were also incorporated
into the scheme.
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Antiques add real personality to
Albion Riverside

Maurizio Pellizzoni is Founder and Creative
Director of Maurizio Pellizzoni Ltd – find out
more by calling 020 7352 3887 or visiting
mauriziopellizzoni.co.uk
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